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Refined analytic torsion on manifolds with boundary

BORIS VERTMAN

We discuss the refined analytic torsion, introduced by M Braverman and T Kappeler
as a canonical refinement of analytic torsion on closed manifolds. Unfortunately there
seems to be no canonical way to extend their construction to compact manifolds with
boundary. We propose a different refinement of analytic torsion, similar to Braverman
and Kappeler, which does apply to compact manifolds with and without boundary. In
a subsequent publication we prove a surgery formula for our construction.
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1 Introduction

The refined analytic torsion, defined by M Braverman and T Kappeler [8; 6] on
closed manifolds, can be viewed as a refinement of the Ray–Singer torsion, since it
is a canonical choice of an element with Ray–Singer norm one, in case of unitary
representations.

The complex phase of the refinement is given by the rho-invariant of the odd-signature
operator. Hence one can expect the refined analytic torsion to give more geometric
information than the Ray–Singer torsion.

This is indeed the case in the setup of lens spaces with explicit formulas for the
associated Ray–Singer torsion and eta-invariants; see Huang [20, Section 5] and the
references therein. There it is easy to find explicit examples of lens spaces which are
not distinguished by the Ray–Singer torsion, however have different rho-invariants of
the associated odd-signature operators.

An important property of the Ray–Singer torsion norm is its gluing property, as estab-
lished by W Lück [23] and S Vishik [33]. It is natural to expect a refinement of the
Ray–Singer torsion to admit an analogous gluing property.

Unfortunately there seems to be no canonical way to extend the construction of Braver-
man and Kappeler to compact manifolds with boundary. In particular a gluing formula
seems to be out of reach.

We propose a different refinement of analytic torsion, similar to Braverman and Kappeler,
which does apply to compact manifolds with and without boundary. In the subsequent
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publication [32] we establish a gluing formula for our construction, which in fact can
also be viewed as a gluing law for the original definition of refined analytic torsion by
Braverman and Kappeler.

The presented construction is analogous to the definition in [8; 6], but refines the square
of Ray–Singer torsion, in contrast to the construction by Braverman and Kappeler,
which refines the Ray–Singer torsion itself. The doubling is essential to allow the
extension of the concepts to any smooth compact Riemannian manifold, with or without
boundary.

In case of empty boundary our construction can be identified with the square of refined
analytic torsion by Braverman and Kappeler, up to a defect in terms of a difference of
certain eta-invariants. Nevertheless we still refer to our concept as “refined analytic
torsion” within the present discussion.
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2 Motivation for the generalized construction

The essential ingredient in the definition of the refined analytic torsion in [6] is the
twisted de Rham complex with a chirality operator and the elliptic odd-signature
operator associated to the complex, viewed as a map between the even forms. Hence in
the case of a manifold with boundary we are left with the task of finding elliptic boundary
conditions for the odd-signature operator which preserve the complex structure and
provide a Fredholm complex, in the sense of [9].

The notions of a Hilbert and a Fredholm complex were studied systematically in [9] and
will be provided for convenience in the forthcoming section. The boundary conditions,
that give rise to a Hilbert complex are referred to as “ideal boundary conditions”. It is
important to note that the most common self-adjoint extensions of the odd-signature
operator between the even forms do not come from ideal boundary conditions.

The existence and explicit determination of elliptic boundary conditions for the odd-
signature operator between the even forms, arising from ideal boundary conditions, is
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Refined analytic torsion on manifolds with boundary 1991

an open question. However, it is clear that the absolute and relative boundary conditions
do not satisfy these requirements.

On the other hand the gluing formula in [33] and [23] for the Ray–Singer torsion makes
essential use of the relative and absolute boundary conditions. Since the establishment
of a corresponding gluing formula for the refined analytic torsion is a motivation for
our discussion, these boundary conditions seem to be natural choices.

We are left with a dilemma, since neither the relative nor the absolute boundary condi-
tions are invariant under the Hodge operator. We resolve this dilemma by combining
the relative and absolute boundary conditions. This allows us to apply the concepts of
[6] in a new setting and to establish the desired gluing formula.

3 Definition of refined analytic torsion

Let .M m;gM / be a smooth compact connected odd-dimensional oriented Riemannian
manifold with boundary @M , which may be empty. Let .E;r; hE/ be a flat complex
vector bundle with any fixed Hermitian metric hE , which need not to be flat with
respect to r .

The flat covariant derivative r is a first order differential operator

rW �.E/! �.T �M ˝E/;

satisfying the Leibniz rule

rX .f s/D .Xf /sCf rX s; s 2 �.E/;X 2 �.TM /; f 2 C1.M /:

The covariant derivative r extends by the Leibniz rule to the twisted exterior differ-
ential rW �k

0
.M;E/!�kC1

0
.M;E/ on E�valued differential forms with compact

support in the interior of the manifold �k
0
.M;E/. The exterior differential satisfies

the (generalized) Leibniz rule

rX .w^ �/D .rXw/^ �C .�1/pw^rX �;

for any w 2�p
0
.M /; � 2�

q
0
.M;E/;X 2 �.TM /.

Due to flatness of .E;r/ the twisted exterior differential gives rise to the twisted de
Rham complex .��

0
.M;E/;r/. The metrics gM ; hE induce an L2�inner product

on ��
0
.M;E/. We denote the L2�completion of ��

0
.M;E/ by L2

�.M;E/.

Next we introduce the notion of the dual covariant derivative r 0 . It is defined by
requiring

dhE.u; v/ŒX �D hE.rX u; v/C hE.u;r 0X v/(3-1)
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to hold for all u; v 2 C1.M;E/ and X 2 �.TM /. In the special case that the
Hermitian metric hE is flat with respect to r , the dual r 0 and the original covariant
derivative r coincide. More precisely the Hermitian metric hE can be viewed as
a section of E� ˝E� . The covariant derivative r on E gives rise to a covariant
derivative on the tensor bundle E� ˝E� , also denoted by r by a minor abuse of
notation.

For u; v;X as above one has

rhE.u; v/ŒX �D dhE.u; v/ŒX �� hE.rX u; v/� hE.u;rX v/:

In view of (3-1) we find
rhE

D 0 ,r Dr 0:

As before, the dual r 0 gives rise to a twisted de Rham complex. Consider the differential
operators r;r 0 and their formal adjoint differential operators rt ;r 0t . The associated
minimal closed extensions rmin;r

0
min and rt

min;r
0t
min are defined as the graph-closures

in L2
�.M;E/ of the respective differential operators. The maximal closed extensions

are defined by
rmax WD .r

t
min/
�; r 0max WD .r

0t
min/
�:

These extensions define Hilbert complexes in the following sense, as introduced in [9].

Definition 3.1 [9] Let the Hilbert spaces Hi ; i D 0; : : : ;m;HmC1Df0g be mutually
orthogonal. For each i D 0; : : : ;m let Di 2 C.Hi ;HiC1/ be a closed operator with
domain D.Di/ dense in Hi and range in HiC1 . Put Di WDD.Di/ and Ri WDDi.Di/

and assume
Ri �DiC1; DiC1 ıDi D 0:

This defines a complex .D;D/

0!D0

D0
��!D1

D1
��! � � �

Dm�1
����!Dm! 0:

Such a complex is called a Hilbert complex. If the homology of the complex is finite,
ie if Ri is closed and ker Di=imDi�1 is finite-dimensional for all i D 0; : : : ;m, the
complex is referred to as a Fredholm complex.

Indeed, by [9, Lemma 3.1] the extensions define Hilbert complexes as follows:

.Dmin;rmin/; where Dmin WDD.rmin/;

.Dmax;rmax/; where Dmax WDD.rmax/I

.D0min;r
0
min/; where D0min WDD.r 0min/;

.D0max;r
0
max/; where D0max WDD.r 0max/:
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The Laplace operators, associated to Hilbert complexes .Dmin;rmin/ and .Dmax;rmax/,
are respectively defined as follows:

4rel W D r
�
minrminCrminr

�
min;

D.4rel/D f¨ 2D.rmin/\D.r�min/ j rmin¨ 2D.r�min/; r
�
min¨ 2D.rmin/ g:

4abs W D r
�
maxrmaxCrmaxr

�
max;

D.4abs/D f¨ 2D.rmax/\D.r�max/ j rmax¨ 2D.r�max/; r
�
max¨ 2D.rmax/ g:

The Laplace operators 40rel and 40abs of the Hilbert complexes .D0min;r
0
min/ and

.D0max;r
0
max/ respectively, are defined in a similar way. Note the following well-known

central result on these complexes and their Laplacians.

Theorem 3.2 The Hilbert complexes .Dmin;rmin/ and .Dmax;rmax/ are Fredholm
with the associated Laplacians 4rel and 4abs being strongly elliptic in the sense of
[17]. The de Rham isomorphism identifies the homology of the complexes with the
relative and absolute cohomology with coefficients:

H�.Dmin;rmin/ŠH�.M; @M;E/;

H�.Dmax;rmax/ŠH�.M;E/:

Moreover the cohomology of the Fredholm complexes .Dmin;rmin/ and .Dmax;rmax/

can be computed from the smooth subcomplexes

.��min.M;E/;r/; ��min.M;E/ WD f¨ 2��.M;E/ j ��.¨/D 0g;

.��max.M;E/;r/; ��max.M;E/ WD��.M;E/;

respectively, where we denote by �W @M ,!M the natural inclusion of the boundary.

In the untwisted setup this theorem is essentially the statement of [9, Theorem 4.1].
The theorem remains true in the general setup. An analogue of the trace theorem
[25, Theorem 1.9], in case of flat vector bundles, allows an explicit computation of
the boundary conditions for 4rel and 4abs . Then [17, Lemma 1.11.1] implies strong
ellipticity of the Laplacians. Note that this result in the reference [17] is proved
explicitly, even though other aspects of [17, Section 1.11] are rather expository.

By strong ellipticity the Laplacians 4rel and 4abs are Fredholm and by [9, Theorem
2.4] the complexes .Dmin;rmin/ and .Dmax;rmax/ are Fredholm as well. By [9,
Theorem 3.5] their cohomology indeed can be computed from the smooth subcomplexes
.��min.M;E/;r/ and .��max.M;E/;r/, respectively.

Finally, the relation to the relative and absolute cohomology (the twisted de Rham
theorem) is proved in [26, Section 4] for flat Hermitian metrics, but an analogous proof
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works in the general case. Corresponding results hold also for the complexes associated
to the dual connection r 0 .

Furthermore, the Riemannian metric gM and the fixed orientation on M give rise to
the Hodge star operator for any k D 0; : : : ;mD dim M :

�W �k.M;E/!�m�k.M;E/:

Define

� WD ir .�1/k.kC1/=2
�W �k.M;E/!�m�k.M;E/; r WD .dim M C 1/=2:

This operator extends to a well-defined self-adjoint involution on L2
�.M;E/, which we

also denote by � . The following properties of � are essential for the later construction.

Lemma 3.3 The self-adjoint involution � on L2
�.M;E/, restricted to the domains of

the minimal and maximal closed extension of r , acts as follows:

�jD.rmin/W D.rmin/!D..r 0max/
�/;

�jD.rmax/W D.rmax/!D..r 0min/
�/:

With � restricted to appropriate domains, we have

�jD.rmin/rmin�jD..r0max/
�/ D .r

0
max/

�; �jD.rmax/rmax�jD..r0min/
�/ D .r

0
min/
�:

Proof One first checks explicitly (cf [3, Proposition 3.58])

�r� D .r 0/t ; �r 0� Drt :

Recall that the maximal domain of r;r 0 can also be characterized as a subspace
of L2

�.M;E/ with its image under r;r 0 being again in L2
�.M;E/. Since � is an

involution on L2
�.M;E/, we obtain for the action of � restricted to D..r/tmax/ and

D..r 0/tmax/

�jD..r0/tmax/
W D..r 0/tmax/!D.rmax/; �jD..r/tmax/

W D.rt
max/!D.r 0max/:

With � restricted to appropriate domains, we have

�jD.rmax/rmax�jD..r0/tmax/
D .r 0/tmax � .r

0
min/
�;

�jD.r0max/
r
0
max�jD.rt

max/
Dr

t
max �r

�
min:

Taking adjoints on both sides of the last relation, we obtain the full statement of the
lemma, since � is self-adjoint.
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Next we introduce the following central concepts. The self-adjoint involution � gives
rise to a self-adjoint involution z� on L2

�.M;E/˚L2
�.M;E/, the “chirality operator”,

acting by definition antidiagonally with respect to the direct sum of the components

z� WD

�
0 �

� 0

�
W L2
�.M;E/˚L2

�.M;E/!L2
�.M;E/˚L2

�.M;E/:(3-2)

Definition 3.4

. zD; zr/ WD .Dmin;rmin/˚ .Dmax;rmax/;where Dmin DD.rmin/;Dmax DD.rmax/:

. zD0; zr 0/ WD .D0min;r
0
min/˚ .D0max;r

0
max/;where D0min DD.r 0min/;D0max DD.r 0max/:

All connections differ by an endomorphism-valued differential form of degree one,
which can be viewed as a differential operator of degree zero. A differential operator
of degree zero naturally extends to a bounded operator on the L2�Hilbert space, and
hence does not pose additional restrictions on the domain. Therefore

D.zr/DD.zr 0/; D.zr�/DD..zr 0/�/:

As a consequence of Lemma 3.3 we now directly obtain the following proposition.

Proposition 3.5 The chirality operator z� , restricted to the domains D.zr/ and D.zr�/,
acts in the following way:

z�jD.zr/W D.zr/!D.zr�/; z�jD.zr�/W D.zr
�/!D.zr/:

Moreover z� relates the operators zr and zr 0 as follows:

z�jD.zr/
zr D .zr 0/�z�jD.zr�/:

Remark 3.6 The Fredholm complex . zD; zr/, with the chirality operator z� restricted
to zD , is in case of a flat Hermitian metric a complex with Poincare duality, in the sense
of [9, Lemma 2.16], ie

rhE
D 0 ) z� zr D zr�z�:

We now apply the concepts of Braverman and Kappeler to our new setup.

Definition 3.7 The odd-signature operator of the Hilbert complex . zD; zr/ is defined
by

B WD z� zr C zrz�; D.B/DD.zr/\D.zr�/:
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Before we can state some basic properties of the odd signature operator, let us recall
the notions of the Gauss–Bonnet operator and its relative and absolute self-adjoint
extensions. The Gauss–Bonnet operator

DGB
WD r Cr

t

admits two natural self-adjoint extensions

DGB
rel DrminCr

�
min; D.DGB

rel /DD.rmin/\D.r�min/;(3-3)

DGB
abs DrmaxCr

�
max; D.DGB

abs /DD.rmax/\D.r�max/;(3-4)

respectively called the relative and the absolute self-adjoint extensions. Their squares
are correspondingly the relative and the absolute Laplace operators

4rel D .D
GB
rel /

2; 4abs D .D
GB
abs /

2;

associated to the Hilbert complexes .Dmin;rmin/ and .Dmax;rmax/, respectively. Sim-
ilar definitions, of course, hold for the Gauss–Bonnet operators D0GB

rel and D0GB
abs

associated to the dual covariant derivative r 0 . Their squares

4
0
rel D .D

0GB
rel /

2; 40abs D .D
0GB
abs /

2;

are the Laplace operators, associated to the Hilbert complexes .D0min;r
0
min/ and

.D0max;r
0
max/, respectively. Now we can state the following basic result.

Lemma 3.8 The leading symbols of B and z�
�
DGB

rel ˚D0GB
abs

�
coincide and moreover

D.B/DD
�
DGB

rel ˚D0GB
abs

�
:

Proof First recall the relations

�r� D .r 0/t ; �rt� Dr 0:

All connections differ by an endomorphism-valued differential form of degree one,
which can be viewed as a differential operator of order zero. This implies the statement
on the leading symbol of B and z�

�
DGB˚D0GB

�
A differential operator of zero order naturally extends to a bounded operator on the
L2 –Hilbert space, and hence does not pose additional restrictions on the domain, in
particular we obtain (compare Lemma 3.3)

D.r�min/DD.�rmax�/; D.r�max/DD.�rmin�/:

Using these domain relations we find

D.B/DD
�
z�.DGB

rel ˚D0GB
abs /

�
DD

�
DGB

rel ˚D0GB
abs

�
:
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Note by the arguments of the lemma above that B is a bounded perturbation of a closed
operator z�

�
DGB

rel ˚D0GB
abs

�
and hence is closed, as well. Before we continue analyzing

the spectral properties of the odd-signature operator B , let us recall the following
general result.

Theorem 3.9 (S Agmon, R Seeley) Let .K;gK / be a smooth compact oriented
Riemannian manifold with boundary @K . Let .F; hF / be a Hermitian vector bundle
over K . The metric structures .gK ; hF / define an L2 –inner product. Let

DW C1.K;F /! C1.K;F /

be a differential operator of order ¨ such that ¨ � rankF is even. Consider a boundary
value problem .D;B/ strongly elliptic with respect to CnR� in the sense of [17].
Then:

(i) DB is a Fredholm operator with compact resolvent and discrete spectrum of
eigenvalues of finite (algebraic) multiplicity, accumulating only at infinity.

(ii) The operator DB admits an Agmon angle � 2 .��; 0/ and the associated zeta-
function

�.s;DB/ WD
X

�2Spec.DB/nf0g

m.�/ ���s
� ; Re.s/ >

dim K

¨
;

where ��s
�
WD exp.�s � log� �/ and m.�/ denotes the multiplicity of the eigen-

value �, is holomorphic for Re.s/ > dim K=¨ and admits a meromorphic
extension to the whole complex plane C with s D 0 being a regular point.

For the proof of the theorem note that the notion of strong ellipticity in the sense
of [17] in fact combines ellipticity with Agmon’s conditions, as in the treatment of
elliptic boundary conditions by R Seeley in [28; 27]. The statement of the theorem
above follows then from [1] and [28; 27]. This result is also stated and discussed by
Burghelea, Friedlander and Kappeler in [11].

Remark 3.10 The definition of a zeta-function, as in Theorem 3.9 (ii), also applies to
any operator D with finite spectrum f�1; : : : ; �ng and finite respective multiplicities
fm1; : : : ;mng. For a given Agmon angle � 2 Œ0; 2�/ the associated zeta-function

�� .s;D/ WD

nX
iD1;�i¤0

mi � .�i/
�s
�

is holomorphic for all s 2C , since the sum is finite and the eigenvalue zero is excluded.
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Now we return to our specific setup. The following result is important in view of
the relation between B and the Gauss–Bonnet operators with relative and absolute
boundary conditions, as established in Lemma 3.8.

Proposition 3.11 The operators

D D z�.DGB
rel ˚D0GB

abs /; D2
D4rel˚4

0
abs

are strongly elliptic with respect to CnR� and CnRC , respectively, in the sense of
P Gilkey [17].

The fact that D2 D4rel˚4
0
rel is strongly elliptic with respect to CnRC is already

encountered in Theorem 3.2. The strong ellipticity of D now follows from [17, Lemma
1.11.2]. Note that this result in the reference [17] is proved explicitly, even though
other aspects of [17, Section 1.11] are rather expository.

Since Lemma 3.8 asserts the equality between the leading symbols of the differential
operators B;D and moreover the equality of the associated boundary conditions, the
odd signature operator B and its square B2 are strongly elliptic as well. This proves
together with Theorem 3.9 the next proposition.

Proposition 3.12 The operators B and B2 are strongly elliptic with respect to CnR�

and CnRC , respectively, in the sense of P Gilkey [17]. The operators B;B2 have
discrete spectrum accumulating only at infinity.

Let now � � 0 be any nonnegative real number. Denote by …B2;Œ0;�� the spectral
projection of B2 onto eigenspaces with eigenvalues of absolute value in the interval
Œ0; ��:

…B2;Œ0;�� WD
i

2�

Z
C.�/

.B2
�x/�1 dx;

with C.�/ being any closed counterclockwise circle surrounding eigenvalues of absolute
value in Œ0; �� with no other eigenvalue inside. One finds using the analytic Fredholm
theorem that the range of the projection lies in the domain of B2 and that the projection
commutes with B2 .

Since B2 has discrete spectrum accumulating only at infinity, the spectral projection
…B2;Œ0;�� is of finite rank, ie with a finite-dimensional image. In particular …B2;Œ0;��

is a bounded operator in L2
�.M;E˚E/. Hence with [21, Section 4, page 155] the

decomposition

L2
�.M;E˚E/D Image…B2;Œ0;��˚ Image.1�…B2;Œ0;��/;(3-5)

is a direct sum decomposition into closed subspaces of the Hilbert space L2
�.M;E˚E/.
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Note that if B2 is self-adjoint, the decomposition is orthogonal with respect to the fixed
L2�Hilbert structure, ie the projection …B2;Œ0;�� is an orthogonal projection, which is
the case only if the Hermitian metric hE is flat with respect to r .

Since D.B2/ � zD , where zD was introduced in Definition 3.4, decomposition (3-5)
induces a decomposition of zD into nontrivial direct sum components:

zDD zDŒ0;��˚ zD.�;1/:

Since zr commutes with B;B2 and hence also with …B2;Œ0;�� , we find that the decom-
position above is in fact a decomposition into subcomplexes:

. zD; zr/D . zDŒ0;��; zrŒ0;��/˚ . zD.�;1/; zr.�;1//(3-6)

zrI WD zrj zDI for I D Œ0; �� or .�;1/:where

Further z� also commutes with B;B2 and hence also with …B2;Œ0;�� . Thus as above
we obtain

z� D z�Œ0;��˚ z�.�;1/:

Consequently the odd-signature operator of the complex . zD; zr/ decomposes corre-
spondingly:

B D BŒ0;��˚B.�;1/(3-7)

BI WD z�I zrI C zrI z�I for I D Œ0; �� or .�;1/:where

The closedness of the subspace Image.1�…B2;Œ0;��/ implies that the domain of B.�;1/

D.B.�;1// WDD.B/\ Image.1�…B2;Œ0;��/

is closed under the graph-norm, hence the operator B.�;1/ is a closed operator in the
Hilbert space Image.1�…B2;Œ0;��/.

We need to analyze the direct sum component B.�;1/ . For this we proceed with the
following general functional analytic observations.

Proposition 3.13 Let D be a closed operator in a separable Hilbert space .H; h � ; � i/.
The domain D.D/ is a Hilbert space with the graph-norm

hx;yiD D hx;yiC hDx;Dyi

for any x;y 2D.D/. Let ResD ¤∅. Then the following statements are equivalent:

(1) The inclusion �W D.D/ ,!H is a compact operator.

(2) D has a compact resolvent, ie for some (and thus for all) z 2 Res.D/ the
resolvent operator .D� z/�1 is a compact operator on H .
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Proof Assume first that the inclusion �W D.D/ ,! H is a compact operator. Since
Spec D ¤C the resolvent set Res.D/ is not empty. For any z 2 Res.D/ the resolvent
operator

.D� z/�1
W H !D.D/

exists and is bounded, by definition of the resolvent set. With the inclusion � being
a compact operator we find directly that .D � z/�1 is compact as an operator from
H to H . Finally, if .D� z/�1 is compact for some z 2 Res.D/, then by the second
resolvent identity it is compact for all z 2 Res.D/; see also [21, page 187].

Conversely assume that for some (and therefore for all) z 2 Res.D/ the resolvent
operator .D� z/�1 is compact as an operator from H into H . Observe

�D .D� z/�1
ı .D� z/ WD.D/ ,!H:

By compactness of the resolvent operator, � is compact as an operator between the
Hilbert spaces D.D/ and H .

Proposition 3.14 Let D be a closed operator in a separable Hilbert space H with
Res.D/¤∅ and compact resolvent. Then D is a Fredholm operator with

index D D 0:

Proof By closedness of D the domain D.D/ turns into a Hilbert space equipped with
the graph norm. By Proposition 3.13 the natural inclusion

�W D.D/ ,!H

is a compact operator. Therefore, viewing D.D/ as a subspace of H , ie endowed with
the inner product of H , the inclusion

�W D.D/�H ,!H

is relatively D–compact in the sense of [21, Section 4.3, page 194]. More precisely
this means, that if for a sequence fung � D.D/ both fung and fDung are bounded
sequences in H , then f�.un/g �H has a convergent subsequence.

Now for any � 2CnSpec.D/ the operator

.D���/W D.D/�H !H

is invertible and hence trivially a Fredholm operator with trivial kernel and closed range
H . In particular

index.D���/D 0:
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Now, from stability of the Fredholm index under relatively compact perturbations (see
Kato [21, Theorem 5.26] and the references therein) we infer with the inclusion � being
relatively compact, that D is a Fredholm operator of zero index:

index D D index.D���/D 0:

Corollary 3.15 The operator B.�;1/W D.B.�;1// ! Image.1 � …B2;Œ0;��/ of the
complex . zD.�;1/; zr.�;1// with �� 0 is bijective.

Proof Consider any � 2CnSpecB . By the strong ellipticity of B , the operator

.B��/W D.B/!L2
�.M;E˚E/

is bijective with compact inverse. Hence we immediately find that the restriction

.B.�;1/��/� .B��/ � Im.1�…B2;Œ0;��/W D.B.�;1//! Im.1�…B2;Œ0;��/

is bijective with compact inverse, as well. Now we deduce from Proposition 3.14 that
B.�;1/ is Fredholm with

indexB.�;1/ D 0:

The operator B.�;1/ is injective, by definition. Combining injectivity with the vanishing
of the index, we derive surjectivity of B.�;1/ . This proves the statement.

Note, that in case of a flat Hermitian metric the assertion of the previous corollary is
simply the general fact that a self-adjoint Fredholm operator is invertible if and only if
its kernel is trivial.

Corollary 3.16 The subcomplex . zD.�;1/; zr.�;1// is acyclic and

H�.. zDŒ0;��; zrŒ0;��//ŠH�. zD; zr/:

Proof Corollary 3.15 allows us to apply the purely algebraic result [6, Lemma 5.8].
Consequently . zD.�;1/; zr.�;1// is an acyclic complex. Together with the decomposi-
tion (3-6) this proves the assertion.

Since the spectrum of B2 is discrete accumulating only at infinity, . zDŒ0;��; zrŒ0;��/ is a
complex of finite-dimensional complex vector spaces where z�Œ0;��W zDk

Œ0;��
! zDm�k

Œ0;��
is

the chirality operator on the complex in the sense of [6, Section 1.1].

We also use the notion of determinant lines of finite dimensional complexes, going
back at least to [22], which are given for any finite complex of finite-dimensional vector
spaces .C �; @�/ as follows:

DetH�.C �; @�/D
O

k

det H k.C �; @�/
.�1/k ;
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where the determinant det H k.C �; @�/ is the top exterior power of H k.C �; @�/ and
det H k.C �; @�/

�1 � det H k.C �; @�/
� . The notion of determinant lines of finite di-

mensional complexes is also discussed in [6]. We follow [6, Section 1.1] and form the
“refined torsion” (note the difference from “refined analytic torsion”) of the complex
. zDŒ0;��; zrŒ0;��/:

(3-8) �Œ0;�� WD c0˝ .c1/
�1
˝ � � �˝ .cr /

.�1/r
˝ .z�Œ0;��cr /

.�1/rC1

˝ � � �˝ .z�Œ0;��c1/˝ .z�Œ0;��c0/
.�1/
2 Det.H�. zDŒ0;��; zrŒ0;��//;

where ck 2det H k. zDŒ0;��; zrŒ0;��/ are arbitrary elements of the determinant lines, z�Œ0;��
denotes the chirality operator

z�Œ0;��W zD�Œ0;��! zD
m��
Œ0;��

extended to determinant lines and for any v 2 det H k. zDŒ0;��; zrŒ0;��/ the dual v�1 2

det H k. zDŒ0;��; zrŒ0;��/�1 � det H k. zDŒ0;��; zrŒ0;��/� is the unique element such that
v�1.v/D 1.

By Corollary 3.16 we can view �Œ0;�� canonically as an element of Det.H�. zD; zr//,
which we do henceforth.

The second part of the construction is the graded determinant. The operator B.�;1/ ,
� � 0 is bijective by Corollary 3.15 and hence by injectivity (put I D .�;1/ to
simplify the notation)

ker.zrI z�I/\ ker.z�I zrI/D f0g:(3-9)

Further the complex . zDI ; zrI/ is acyclic by Corollary 3.16 and due to z�I being an
involution on Im.1�…B2;Œ0;��/ we have

ker.zrI z�I/D z�Iker.zrI/D z�IIm.zrI/D Im.z�I zrI/;(3-10)

ker.z�I zrI/D ker.zrI/D Im.zrI/D Im.zrI z�I/:(3-11)

We have Im.z�I zrI/C Im.zrI z�I/D Im.BI/ and by surjectivity of BI we obtain from
the last three relations above

Im.1�…B2;Œ0;��/D ker.zrI z�I/˚ ker.z�I zrI/:(3-12)

Note that B leaves ker.zr z�/ and ker.z� zr/ invariant. Put

BC;.�;1/even WD B.�;1/ � zDeven
\ ker.zr z�/;

B�;.�;1/even WD B.�;1/ � zDeven
\ ker.z� zr/:
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We obtain a direct sum decomposition

B.�;1/even D BC;.�;1/even ˚B�;.�;1/even :

As a consequence of Theorem 3.9 (ii) and Proposition 3.12 there exists an Agmon
angle � 2 .��; 0/ for B , which is clearly an Agmon angle for the restrictions above,
as well.

By Theorem 3.9 and Proposition 3.12 the zeta function �� .s;B/ is holomorphic for
Re.s/ sufficiently large. The zeta-functions �� .s;B

˙;.�;1/
even / of B˙;.�;1/even , defined with

respect to the given Agmon angle � , are holomorphic for Re.s/ large as well, since
the restricted operators have the same spectrum as B but in general with lower or at
most the same multiplicities.

We define the graded zeta-function

�gr;� .s;B.�;1/even / WD �� .s;BC;.�;1/even /� �� .s;�B�;.�;1/even /; Re.s/� 0:

In the next subsection we prove in Theorem 4.4 that the graded zeta-function extends
meromorphically to C and is regular at s D 0. For the time being we shall assume
regularity at zero and define the graded determinant.

Definition 3.17 (Graded determinant) Let � 2 .��; 0/ be an Agmon angle for
B.�;1/ . Then the “graded determinant” associated to B.�;1/ and its Agmon angle �
is defined as follows:

detgr;� .B.�;1/even / WD exp
�
�

d

ds

ˇ̌̌
sD0

�gr;� .s;B.�;1/even /

�
:

Proposition 3.18 The element

�.r;gM / WD detgr;� .B.�;1/even / � �Œ0;�� 2 Det.H�. zD; zr//

is independent of the choice of �� 0 and choice of Agmon angle � 2 .��; 0/ for the
odd-signature operator B.�;1/ .

Proof Let 0� � < � <1. We obtain zDŒ0;�� D zDŒ0;��˚ zD.�;�� and also zD.�;1/D
zD.�;��˚ zD.�;1/ . Since the odd-signature operator respects this spectral direct sum
decomposition (see (3-7)), we obtain

detgr.B.�;1/even /D detgr.B.�;1/even / � detgr.B.�;��even /:

Further the purely algebraic discussion behind [6, Proposition 5.10] implies

�Œ0;�� D detgr.B.�;��even / � �Œ0;��:
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This proves the equality

detgr.B.�;1/even / � �Œ0;�� D detgr.B.�;1/even / � �Œ0;��:

To see independence of � 2 .��; 0/ note that the strongly elliptic operator (cf Lemma
3.8)

D WD z�.DGB
rel ˚D0GB

abs /

is self-adjoint and B differs from D by a bounded perturbation. By a Neumann-series
argument and the asymptotics of the resolvent for D (see Seeley [28, Lemma 15]) we
get:

8� 2 .��; 0/ W Spec.B/\R� is finite.(3-13)

By discreteness of Spec.B/ we deduce that if �; � 0 2 .��; 0/ are both Agmon angles
for B.�;1/ , there are only finitely many eigenvalues of B.�;1/ in the solid angle
between � and � 0 . Hence

d

ds

ˇ̌̌
sD0

�gr;� .s;B.�;1/even //�
d

ds

ˇ̌̌
sD0

�gr;� 0.s;B.�;1/even // mod 2� i;

detgr;� .B.�;1/even /D detgr;� 0.B.�;1/even /:and therefore

This proves independence of the choice of � 2 .��; 0/ and completes the proof.

Note that the construction of �.r;gM / is in fact independent of the choice of a
Hermitian metric hE . Indeed, a variation of hE does not change the odd-signature
operator B as a differential operator. However it enters a priori the definition of D.B/,
since hE defines the L2�Hilbert space.

Nevertheless different Hermitian metrics give rise to equivalent L2�norms over com-
pact manifolds. Hence a posteriori the domain D.B/ is indeed independent of the
particular choice of hE . Independence of the choice of a Hermitian metric hE is
essential, since for nonunitary flat vector bundles there is no canonical choice of hE

and Hermitian metric is fixed arbitrarily.

In the next section we determine the dependence of �.r;gM / on the Riemannian
metric gM , in order to construct a differential invariant, which will be called the refined
analytic torsion.

4 Metric anomaly and refined analytic torsion

We introduce the notion of eta-function leading to the notion of the eta-invariant of an
elliptic operator. The eta-invariant was first introduced by Atiyah, Patodi and Singer
in [2] as the boundary correction term in their index formula.
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Theorem 4.1 (P B Gilkey–L Smith) Let .K;gK / be a smooth compact oriented
Riemannian manifold with boundary @K . Let .F; hF / be a Hermitian vector bundle
and let the metric structures .gK ; hF / define an L2�scalar product. Let

DW C1.K;F /! C1.K;F /

be a differential operator of order ¨ such that ¨ � rankF is even. Let a boundary
value problem .D;B/ be strongly elliptic with respect to CnR� and an Agmon angle
� 2 .��; 0/. Then we have:

(i) DB is a Fredholm operator in the Hilbert space L2.K;F / with discrete spectrum
and its eta-function

�� .s;DB/ WD
X

Re.�/>0

m.�/ ���s
� �

X
Re.�/<0

m.�/ � .��/�s
� ;

where m.�/ denotes the finite (algebraic) multiplicity of the eigenvalue �, is
holomorphic for Re.s/ large and extends meromorphically to C with at most
simple poles.

(ii) If D is of order one with the leading symbol �D.x; �/;x2K; �2T �x K satisfying

�D.x; �/
2
D j�j2 � I;

where I is rankF � rankF identity matrix, and the boundary condition B is of
order zero, then the meromorphic extension of �� .s;DB/ is regular at s D 0.

The proof of the theorem follows from the results in [18; 19] on the eta-function of
strongly elliptic boundary value problems. The fact that �� .s;DB/ is holomorphic
for Re.s/ sufficiently large is asserted in [18, Lemma 2.3 (c)]. The meromorphic
continuation with at most isolated simple poles is asserted in [18, Theorem 2.7].

The fact that s D 0 is a regular point of the eta-function is highly nontrivial and cannot
be proved by local arguments. Using homotopy invariance of the residue at zero for
the eta-function, P B Gilkey and L Smith [19] reduced the discussion to a certain class
of operators with constant coefficients in the collar neighborhood of the boundary and
applied the closed double manifold argument. The reduction works for differential
operators of order one with 0–th order boundary conditions under the assumption on
the leading symbol of the operator as in the second statement of the theorem. The
regularity statement of Theorem 4.1 follows directly from [19, Theorem 2.3.5] and [19,
Lemma 2.3.4].

Remark 4.2 The definition of an eta-function, as in Theorem 4.1 .i/, also applies to
any operator D with finite spectrum f�1; : : : ; �ng and finite respective multiplicities
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fm1; : : : ;mng. For a given Agmon angle � 2 Œ0; 2�/ the associated eta-function

�� .s;D/ WD
X

Re.�/>0

m.�/ ���s
� �

X
Re.�/<0

m.�/ � .��/�s
� ;

is holomorphic for all s 2C , since the sum is finite and the zero-eigenvalue is excluded.

Proposition 4.3 The eta-function �� .s;Beven/ associated to the even part Beven of the
odd-signature operator and its Agmon angle � 2 .��; 0/, is holomorphic for Re.s/
large and extends meromorphically to C with s D 0 being a regular point.

The statement of the proposition on the meromorphic extension of the eta-function is a
direct consequence of Theorem 4.1 (i) and Proposition 3.12. The regularity statement
follows from Theorem 4.1 (ii) and an explicit computation of the leading symbol of
the odd-signature operator; compare also [19, Example 2.2.4].

Using Proposition 4.3 we can define the eta-invariant in the manner of [6] for Beven :

�.Beven/ WD
1

2
.�� .s D 0;Beven/CmC�m�Cm0/ ;(4-1)

where m˙ is the number of Beven�eigenvalues on the positive, respectively the negative
part of the imaginary axis and m0 is the dimension of the generalized zero-eigenspace
of Beven .

Implicit in the notation is also the fact, that �.Beven/ does not depend on the Agmon
angle � 2 .��; 0/. This is due to the fact that, given a different Agmon angle � 0 2
.��; 0/, there are by (3-13) and discreteness of Spec.B/ only finitely many eigenvalues
of Beven in the acute angle between � and � 0 .

Similarly we define the eta-invariants of B.�;1/even and BŒ0;��even and in particular we get

�.Beven/D �.B.�;1/even /C �.BŒ0;��even /:

Before we prove the next central result, let us make the following observation.

Consider the imaginary axis iR�C . By (3-13) there are only finitely many eigenvalues
of B on iR. Further by the discreteness of Spec.B/ small rotation of the imaginary
axis does not hit any further eigenvalue of B and in particular of B.�;1/even , �� 0. More
precisely this means that there exists an � > 0 sufficiently small such that the angle

� WD �
�

2
C �
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is an Agmon angle for B.�;1/even and the solid angles

L.��=2;�� WD fz 2C j z D jzj � ei� ; � 2 .��=2; � �g;

L.�=2;�C�� WD fz 2C j z D jzj � ei� ; � 2 .�=2; � C��g

do not contain eigenvalues of B.�;1/even . With this observation we can state the following
central result:

Theorem 4.4 Let � 2 .��=2; 0/ be an Agmon angle for B.�;1/even such that there
are no eigenvalues of B.�;1/even in the solid angles L.��=2;�� and L.��=2;�C�� . Then
2� is an Agmon angle for .B.�;1/even /2 and hence for B2 � zDk

.�;1/
in each degree

kD 0; : : : ; dim M . Then the graded zeta-function �gr;� .s;B
.�;1/
even /, Re.s/� 0 extends

meromorphically to C and is regular at s D 0 with the following derivative at zero:

d

ds

ˇ̌̌
sD0

�gr;� .s;B.�;1/even //D
1

2

mX
kD0

.�1/kC1
� k �

d

ds

ˇ̌̌
sD0

�2� .s;B2 � zDk
.�;1//

C
i�

2

mX
kD0

.�1/k � k � �2� .0;B2 � zDk
.�;1//C i��.B.�;1/even /:

Proof For Re.s/� 0 the general identities [BK1 (4.10), (4.11)] imply the following
relation between holomorphic functions:

�gr;� .s;B.�;1/even //D
1C e�i�s

2

�
�2�

�
s

2
; .BC;.�;1/even /2

�
� �2�

�
s

2
; .B�;.�;1/even /2

��
C

1

2
.1� e�i�s/

�
�.s;B.�;1/even /Cf .s/

�
;

where f .s/ is a holomorphic function (combination of zeta-functions associated to
finite-dimensional operators) with

f .0/DmC.B.�;1/even /�m�.B.�;1/even /;

where m˙.�/ denotes the number of eigenvalues of the operator in brackets, lying on
the positive, respectively the negative part of the imaginary axis.

Put I D .�;1/ to simplify notation. Recall (3-11) and show that

zrI W ker.zrI z�I/! ker.z�I zrI/D Im.zrI z�I/(4-2)

is bijective. Indeed, injectivity is clear by (3-9). For surjectivity let x D zrI z�Iv 2

Im.zrI z�I/ with (recall (3-12))

v D v0˚ v00 2 Im.zrI z�I/˚ Im.z�I zrI/D Im.1�…B2;Œ0;��/:
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In particular v00 2 Im.z�I zrI/ D ker zrI z�I and v0 D zrI z�I¨ for some ¨. Hence we
obtain

x D zrI z�Iv D zrI z�Iv
0
D zrI z�I zrI z�I¨;

z�I zrI z�I¨ 2 ker zrI z�I :and

In other words we have found a preimage of any x 2 Im.zrI z�I/ under zrI . This proves
bijectivity of the map in (4-2) and consequently, since zrI commutes with BI and
.BI/2 , we obtain in any degree k D 0; : : : ;m

�2� .s; .BC;I/2 � zDk/D �2� .s; .B�;I/2 � zDkC1/:(4-3)

Using this relation we compute straightforwardly for Re.s/ sufficiently large:

�2� .s; .BC;Ieven/
2/� �2� .s; .B�;Ieven/

2/D

mX
kD0

.�1/kC1
� k � �2� .s; .BI/2 � zDk/:(4-4)

We arrive at the following preliminary result for Re.s/� 0

(4-5) �gr;� .s;BIeven//D
1

2
.1C e�i�s/

mX
kD0

.�1/kC1
� k � �2� .s; .BI/2 � zDk/

C
1

2
.1� e�i�s/

�
�.s;BIeven/Cf .s/

�
:

We find with Theorem 3.9 and Proposition 4.3 that the right hand side of the equality
above is a meromorphic function on the entire complex plane and is regular at s D 0.
Hence the left hand side of the equality, the graded zeta-function, is meromorphic on
C and regular at s D 0, as claimed and as anticipated in Definition 3.17. Computing
the derivative at zero, we obtain the statement of the theorem.

Fix now an Agmon angle � 2 .��=2; 0/ for Beven as in Theorem 4.4 for the remaining
part of the section. As a consequence of the theorem above, we obtain for the element
�.r;gM / defined in Proposition 3.18 the following relation:

�.r;gM /D e��.r;g
M /e�i�y��.r;g

M /e�i��.B.�;1/even .gM //
� �Œ0;��;(4-6)

��.r;g
M /D

1

2

mX
kD0

.�1/k � k �
d

ds

ˇ̌̌
sD0

�2� .s; .B2 � zDk
.�;1///(4-7)

y��.r;g
M /D

1

2

mX
kD0

.�1/k � k � �2� .s D 0; .B2 � zDk
.�;1///:(4-8)
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Now we can identify explicitly the metric dependence of �.r;gM / using the formula
(4-6).

Consider a smooth family gM .t/, t 2 R of Riemannian metrics on M . Denote by
z�t the corresponding chirality operator in the sense of Equation (3-2) and denote the
associated refined torsion (cf (3-8)) of the complex . zDt;Œ0;��; zrt;Œ0;��/ by �t;Œ0;�� .

Let B.t/D B.r;gM .t// be the odd-signature operator corresponding to the Riemann-
ian metric gM .t/. Fix t0 2R and choose �� 0 such that there are no eigenvalues of
B.t0/2 of absolute value �. Then there exists ı > 0 small enough such that the same
holds for the spectrum of B.t/2 for jt � t0j< ı . Under this setup we obtain:

Proposition 4.5 Let the family gM .t/ vary only in a compact subset of the interior
of M . Then exp.��.r;gM .t/// � �t;Œ0;�� is independent of t 2 .t0� ı; t0C ı/.

Proof The arguments of [6, Lemma 9.2] are of local nature and transfer ad verbatim
to the present situation for metric variations in the interior of the manifold. Hence the
assertion follows for Riemannian metric remaining fixed in an open neighborhood of
the boundary.

Proposition 4.6 Denote the trivial connection on the trivial line bundle M �C by
rtrivial . Consider the even part of the associated odd-signature operator (recall Definition
3.7) Btrivial WD Beven.rtrivial/ and put

�trivial WD
1

2
�.0;Btrivial/:

Indicate the metric dependence as follows:

Btrivial.t/ WD Btrivial.g
M /;

�trivial.t/ WD
1

2
�.0;Btrivial.t//:

Then �.B.�;1/even .t//� rank.E/�trivial.t/ is modulo Z independent of t 2 .t0� ı; t0C ı/.

Proof Indicate the dependence of zD�
Œ0;��

on gM .t/ by

zDk
Œ0;��.t/ WD Image…B.t/2;Œ0;��\ zDk :

Note first the by the choice of ı > 0

dim zDk
Œ0;��.t/D const; t 2 .t0� ı; t0C ı/:
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Since BŒ0;��even .t/ is finite-dimensional, we infer from the definition of the eta-invariant
(cf [6, (9.11)])

�.BŒ0;��even .t//�
1

2
dim zDeven

Œ0;��.t/� const mod Z; t 2 .t0� ı; t0C ı/:(4-9)

By construction
�.Beven.t//D �.B.�;1/even .t//C �.BŒ0;��even .t//:

Hence, in view of (4-9), it suffices (modulo Z) to study the metric dependence of the
eta-invariant of �.Beven.t//.

View Beven.t/ as a pair of a differential operator PE.t/ with its boundary conditions
QE.t/. Similarly view Btrivial.t/ as a pair .PC.t/;QC.t//. Note that by construction
the pair .PE.t/;QE.t// is locally isomorphic to .PC.t/;QC.t//� 1k , since the flat
connection r is locally trivial in appropriate local trivializations.

Since the variation of the eta-invariants is computed from the local information of the
symbols (cf [18, Theorem 2.8, Lemma 2.9]), we find that the difference

�.Beven.t//� rank.E/�.Btrivial.t//D �.PE.t/;QE.t//� rank.E/�.PC.t/;QC.t//

is independent of t 2R modulo Z. The modulo Z reduction is needed to annihilate
discontinuity jumps arising from eigenvalues crossing the imaginary axis. Note that by
definition

�trivial.t/D �.Btrivial.t//�
1

2
dim kerBtrivial.t/:

However kerBtrivial.t/ŠH even.M; @M;C/˚H even.M;C/, the direct sum of relative
and absolute cohomology of M with complex coefficients in even degrees. Hence
dim kerBtrivial.t/ is in fact independent of t 2 R, which proves the statement of the
proposition.

Proposition 4.7 Let B.rtrivial/ denote the odd-signature operator (Definition 3.7)
associated to the trivial line bundle M �C with the trivial connection rtrivial . Consider
in correspondence to (4-8) the expression

y�.rtrivial;g
M .t//D

1

2

mX
kD0

.�1/k � k � �2� .s D 0; .B.rtrivial;g
M .t//2 � zDk/:

Then y��.r;g
M .t//� rank.E/ � y�.rtrivial;g

M .t// mod Z

is independent of t 2R.
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Proof We show first that modulo Z it suffices to study the metric dependence of

y�.r;gM .t// WD
1

2

mX
kD0

.�1/k � k � �2� .s D 0; .B.r;gM .t//2 � zDk/:

Indeed, by construction we have

y�.r;gM .t//D y��.r;g
M .t//C

1

2

mX
kD0

.�1/k � k � dim zDk
.0;��.t/:

Anticipating the auxiliary result of Lemma 4.8 (iii) below, we obtain

y�.r;gM .t//� y��.r;g
M .t// mod Z:

Recall that B.rtrivial;g
M /� 1rkE and B.r;gM / are locally isomorphic, as already

encountered in the proof of Proposition 4.6. Now the statement of the proposition
follows from the fact that the value of a zeta function at zero is given, modulo Z in
order to avoid dim kerB.t/ 2 Z, by integrands of local invariants of the operator and
its boundary conditions.

Lemma 4.8 Let I �R denote any bounded interval. Then:

(i) 1
2

Pm
kD0.�1/kC1 � k � dim zDk

I � .dim M=2/ dim zDeven
I mod 2Z:

(ii) If 0 … I , then dim zDeven
I � 0 mod 2Z;

(iii) If 0 … I , then 1
2

Pm
kD0.�1/kC1 � k � dim zDk

I � 0 mod Z:

Proof Note first the following relation:

B2
k D
z� ıB2

m�k ı
z�:

Hence with r D .mC 1/=2 we obtain

1

2

mX
kD0

.�1/kC1
� k � dim zDk

I D
1

2

r�1X
kD0

.m� 4k/ � dim zD2k
I(4-10)

D
m

2
dim zDeven

I � 2

r�1X
kD0

k � dim zD2k
I :

This proves the first statement. For the second statement assume 0 … I till the end of
the proof. Consider the operators

BC;I
k
D z�I zrI W zDk

I \ ker.zrI z�I/! zDm�k�1
I \ ker.zrI z�I/;(4-11)

B�;I
k
D zrI z�I W zDk

I \ ker.z�I zrI/! zDm�kC1
I \ ker.z�I zrI/:(4-12)
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Since 0 … I , the maps B˙;I
k

are isomorphisms by bijectivity of the map in (4-2).
Furthermore they commute with .B˙;I/2 in the following way:

B˙;I
k
ı Œ.B˙;I/2 � zDk �D Œ.B˙;I/2 � zDm�k�1� ıB˙;I

k
:(4-13)

Hence we obtain, denoting by zD˙;kI the span of generalized eigenforms of .B˙;I/2� zDk ,
the relations

dim zDC;kI D dim zDC;m�k�1
I ;

dim zD�;kI D dim zD�;m�kC1
I :

As dim zDeven
I D dim zDC;even

I Cdim zD�;even
I , this implies (recall M is odd-dimensional)

dim zDeven
I � dim zDC;2p

I mod 2Z; if dim M D 4pC 1;(4-14)

dim zDeven
I � dim zD�;2p

I mod 2Z; if dim M D 4p� 1:(4-15)

Finally recall the explicit form of .B˙/2 :

.BC/2 D
�
�rmax�rmin 0

0 �rmin�rmax

�
DW

�
DC

1
0

0 DC
2

�
;

.B�/2 D
�
rmin�rmax� 0

0 rmax�rmin�

�
DW

�
D�

1
0

0 D�
2

�
:

Moreover we put

.B˙;I/2 � zDk
DD

˙;I
1;k
˚D

˙;I
2;k

:

Note the relations

.�rmin/ ıDC
1
DDC

2
ı .�rmin/;

DC
1
ı .�rmax/D .�rmax/ ıDC

2
I

.rmax�/ ıD�1 DD�2 ı .rmax�/;

D�1 ı .rmin�/D .rmin�/ ıD�2 :

Due to 0 … I these relations imply, similarly to (4-13), spectral equivalence of D
˙;I
1;k

and D
˙;I
2;k

in the middle degree kD 2p for dim M D 4p˙1, respectively. This finally
yields the desired relations:

dim zDeven
I � dim zDC;2p

I � 0 mod 2Z; if dim M D 4pC 1;

dim zDeven
I � dim zD�;2p

I � 0 mod 2Z; if dim M D 4p� 1:
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Propositions 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7 determine together the metric anomaly of �.r;gM / up
to a sign and we deduce the following central corollary.

Corollary 4.9 Let M be an odd-dimensional oriented compact Riemannian manifold.
Let .E;r; hE/ be a flat complex vector bundle over M . Denote by rtrivial the trivial
connection on M�C and let Btrivial denote the even part of the associated odd-signature
operator. Then

�an.r/ WD �.r;g
M / � exp

�
i� rk.E/.�trivial.g

M /Cy�.rtrivial;g
M //

�
(4-16)

is independent of the choice of gM in the interior of M .

Proof Consider a smooth family gM .t/, t 2R of Riemannian metrics, varying only in
the interior of M . Then �.r;gM .t// is continuous in t , due to well-known continuity
of zeta-determinants; compare [11, Section 3.7]. Similarly we have continuity of
y�.rtrivial;g

M .t//. The additional term

exp
�
i� rk.E/�trivial.g

M .t//
�

is also continuous in t 2 R. For this note that the kernel of Btrivial is given up to
isomorphism by a direct sum of relative and absolute cohomology of M with complex
coefficients in even degrees

kerBtrivial.g
M .t//ŠH even.M; @M;C/˚H even.M;C/:

Hence dim kerBtrivial.g
M .t// is in fact independent of t 2R and thus no eigenvalues

of Btrivial.g
M .t// can cross zero, as t varies. Therefore �an.r/, where we denote its

a priori metric dependence by �an.r;g
M .t//, is continuous and in t and nowhere

vanishing.

For gM .t/ varying only in the interior of M and any t0; t1 2 R we infer from the
mod Z metric anomaly considerations in Proposition 4.6 and Proposition 4.7:

�an.r;g
M .t0//D˙�an.r;g

M .t1//:

Since �an.r;g
M .t// is continuous and nowhere vanishing, the sign at the right hand

side of the equality must be positive. This proves the statement.

In view of the corollary above we can now define the “refined analytic torsion”. It will
be a differential invariant in the sense, that even though defined by geometric data in
form of the metric structures, it is shown to be independent of their form in the interior
of the manifold.
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Definition 4.10 Let M be an odd-dimensional oriented Riemannian manifold. Let
.E;r/ be a flat complex vector bundle over M . The refined analytic torsion �an.r/

is an element of DetH�. zD; zr/, defined by (4-16).

5 Comparison with Braverman and Kappeler’s refined ana-
lytic torsion

Let .M;gM / be a compact odd-dimensional oriented Riemannian manifold with
boundary @M , which may be empty. Let .E;r; hE/ be a flat complex vector bundle
over M . The Hermitian metric hE need not to be flat with respect to the connection r .

The refined analytic torsion by Braverman and Kappeler in [6, Definition 9.8] refines
analytic Ray–Singer torsion on closed manifolds. It can be applied to the Riemannian
manifold .M;gM / with the flat complex vector bundle .E;r/ in case the boundary
@M is empty.

Assume @M D∅ and denote the associated odd signature operator, in the sense of [6,
Definition 7.3] by B and its even part by Beven . The even part of the odd signature
operator in the sense of [6, Definition 7.3], associated to the trivial line bundle M �C ,
shall be denoted by Btrivial . For any �� 0 one can decompose

Beven D BŒ0;��even ˚B.�;1/even ;

similar to (3-7) and further define, following [6, Section 1.1] the associated refined
torsion element �BK

Œ0;��
2 det H�.M;E/. Then the refined analytic torsion of Braverman

and Kappeler is given by

�BK
an .r/D detgr.B

.�;1/
even / � exp

�
i�rk.E/ �

1

2
�.0;Btrivial/

�
� �BK
Œ0;��:(5-1)

The construction of Braverman and Kappeler does not apply to manifolds with boundary.
Our construction of refined analytic torsion closes this gap, seems however slightly more
complicated. To illustrate the differences more precisely, let us apply our construction
to .M;gM / in case of nonempty boundary @M .

Denote the associated odd signature operator in the sense of Definition 3.7 by B and
its even part by Beven . The even part of the odd signature operator in the sense of
Definition 3.7, associated to the trivial line bundle M �C , shall be denoted by Btrivial .
Moreover we consider the expression y�.rtrivial;g

M /, defined in Proposition 4.7 in
terms of zeta-functions associated to Btrivial .

For any �� 0 we can decompose

Beven D BŒ0;��even ˚B.�;1/even ;
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as in (3-7) and further consider, following (3-8), the associated refined torsion element
�Œ0;�� . Then our definition of refined analytic torsion in Definition 4.10 is given by

�an.r/D detgr.B.�;1/even / � exp
�

i�rk.E/
�

1

2
�.0;Btrivial/Cy�.rtrivial;g

M /

��
� �Œ0;��:

Formal comparison of expressions �BK
an .r/ and �an.r/ shows that in contrast to refined

analytic torsion of Braverman and Kappeler, the complex phase of our construction
contains the term y�.rtrivial;g

M / in addition to the eta-invariant term.

Below we discuss the origin of the additional term y�.rtrivial;g
M / in our construction

of refined analytic torsion. Furthermore we compare both constructions on a closed
Riemannian manifold.

5.1 Origin of the additional term y� in the complex phase

The additional term y�.rtrivial;g
M / is designed to annihilate the metric dependence of

y��.r;g
M /; � � 0. The term y��.r;gM / appears in Theorem 4.4 and is a weighted

alternating sum of zeta functions of B2 � zDk
.�;1/

, evaluated at zero. Similar term
appears in the construction of refined analytic torsion in [6], as well.

However, on closed odd-dimensional manifolds zeta-functions �� .s;D/ of bijective
differential operators of even order vanish at sD 0 and the general result [6, Proposition
6.5] holds. As a consequence, in case of empty boundary there is no metric dependence
to annihilate, other than that coming from the eta-invariant.

On compact odd-dimensional manifolds with boundary, zeta-functions of bijective
elliptic operators of even order need not to vanish at zero and hence we cannot apply
the general arguments of [6]. In particular the metric dependence of y��.r;gM / may
be nontrivial.

If however @M D∅, then by the arguments of [6, Proposition 6.5] and Lemma 4.8 we
obtain for the additional term y�.rtrivial;g

M /

y�.rtrivial;g
M /D

dim M

2
� dim H even.M;C/:(5-2)

Hence y�.rtrivial;g
M / does not depend on the Riemannian metric gM in case of empty

boundary. In particular there is no metric dependence of y��.r;gM / to annihilate and
in the setup of closed Riemannian manifolds indeed only an additional complex phase
exp.i�rk.E/ � 1

2
�.0;Btrivial// is required to turn detgr.B.�;1/even / ��Œ0;�� into a differential

invariant.
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Similar situation appears on compact manifolds with product metric structures near
the boundary, as in the setup of Theorem 6.3 below. In this case one can relate the
constructions to a closed smooth double manifold and argue as in the boundaryless
case.

5.2 Comparison of both constructions on a closed manifold

Theorem 5.1 Let .M;gM / be a closed odd-dimensional oriented Riemannian mani-
fold with a flat complex vector bundle .E;r; hE/ over M . Let

�W det H�.M;E/˝ det H�.M;E/! det
�
H�.M;E/˚H�.M;E/

�
be the fusion isomorphism of [6, Section 2.6]. Then we have in the notation of Section 5

�
�
�BK

an .r/˝ �
BK
an .r/

�
D �an.r/ � exp .i�A/ ;

where

A WD �2�.B.�;1/even /C �.B.�;1/even /C rk.E/�.0;Btrivial/

� rk.E/ �
1

2
�.0;Btrivial/� rk.E/ �

dim M

2
� dim H even.M;C/:

Proof Consider the usual odd signature operator on the flat vector bundle .E;r/ over
the closed Riemannian manifold .M;gM /

B D �r Cr�W ��.M;E/!��.M;E/:

The odd signature operator in the sense of Definition 3.7, acting on smooth differential
forms, is then given by

B D
�

0 B

B 0

�
W ��.M;E/˚��.M;E/!��.M;E/˚��.M;E/:

Consider for any fixed � � 0 the graded determinant detgr B
.�;1/
even , defined in [6,

(7-10)], and the graded determinant detgr B.�;1/even of Definition 3.17.

Note that Spec.B2/ and Spec.B2/ differ only by their multiplicities. Namely, the
multiplicity of any fixed eigenvalue in Spec.B2/ is double the multiplicity of this
eigenvalue in Spec.B2/. Hence we find, using the relations [6, Proposition 8.1] and
Theorem 4.4, for the graded determinants

detgr B.�;1/even D .detgr B.�;1/even /2 � exp
�
2i��.B.�;1/even /� i��.B.�;1/even /

�
:(5-3)
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Furthermore, let us consider for the fixed �� 0 the refined torsion elements �BK
Œ0;��
2

det H�.M;E/ and �Œ0;�� 2 det .H�.M;E/˚H�.M;E//. Similar arguments as in
[6, Lemma 4.7] show

�
�
�BK
Œ0;��˝ �

BK
Œ0;��

�
D �Œ0;��:(5-4)

Combination of (5-3) and (5-4), together with the formula (5-2) for y�.rtrivial;g
M /

leads then to the desired result.

6 Ray–Singer norm of refined analytic torsion

Recall first the construction of the Ray–Singer torsion as a norm on the determinant line
bundle for compact oriented Riemannian manifolds. Let .M;gM / and .E;r; hE/ be
as in Section 3.

Let 4rel be the Laplacian associated to the Fredholm complex .Dmin;rmin/ defined at
the beginning of Section 3. As in (3-6) in case of the squared odd-signature operator
B2 , it induces a spectral decomposition into a direct sum of subcomplexes for any
�� 0.

.Dmin;rmin/D .DŒ0;��min ;r
Œ0;��
min /˚ .D.�;1/min ;r

.�;1/
min /:

The scalar product on DŒ0;��min induced by gM and hE induces a norm on the determinant
line Det.DŒ0;��min ;r

Œ0;��
min / (we use the notation of determinant lines of finite dimensional

complexes in [6, Section 1.1]). There is a canonical isomorphism

��W Det.DŒ0;��min ;r
Œ0;��
min /! DetH�.Dmin;rmin/;

induced by the Hodge decomposition in finite-dimensional complexes. Choose on
DetH�.Dmin;rmin/ the norm k�krel

�
such that �� becomes an isometry. Further denote

by T RS
.�;1/

.rmin/ the scalar analytic torsion associated to the complex .D.�;1/min ;r
.�;1/
min /:

T RS
.�;1/.rmin/ WD exp

�
1

2

mX
kD1

.�1/kC1
� k � �0.s D 0;4

.�;1/

k;rel /

�
;

where 4.�;1/rel is the Laplacian associated to the complex .D.�;1/min ;r
.�;1/
min /. Note the

difference to the sign convention of [26]. However we are consistent with [6].

The Ray–Singer norm on DetH�.Dmin;rmin/ is then defined by

k � k
RS
DetH �.Dmin;rmin/

WD k � k
rel
� �T

RS
.�;1/.rmin/:(6-1)
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With a completely analogous construction we obtain the Ray–Singer norm on the
determinant line DetH�.Dmax;rmax/

k � k
RS
DetH �.Dmax;rmax/

WD k � k
abs
� �T

RS
.�;1/.rmax/:(6-2)

Both constructions turn out to be independent of the choice of �� 0, which follows
from arguments analogous to those in the proof of Proposition 3.18. In fact we get for
0� � < �,

k � k
rel/abs
� D k � k

rel/abs
� �T RS

.�;��.rmin/max/;

which implies that the Ray–Singer norms are well-defined. Furthermore by the argu-
ments in [24, Theorem 2.6] the norms do not depend on the metric structures in the
interior of the manifold.

Remark 6.1 Note that the Ray–Singer analytic torsion considered in [33] and [23]
differs from our setup in the sign convention and by the absence of factor 1=2.

We can apply the same construction to the Laplacian of the complex . zD; zr/ introduced
in Definition 3.4

. zD; zr/D .Dmin;rmin/˚ .Dmax;rmax/:

Similarly we obtain

k � k
RS
DetH �. zD;zr/

WD k � k� �T
RS
.�;1/.

zr/:(6-3)

This “doubled” Ray–Singer norm is naturally related to the previous two norms in
(6-1) and (6-2). There is a canonical “fusion isomorphism”; see [6, (2.18)] for general
complexes of finite dimensional vector spaces

�W DetH�.Dmin;rmin/˚DetH�.Dmax;rmax/! DetH�. zD; zr/;(6-4)

k�.h1˝ h2/k� D kh1k
rel
� � kh2k

abs
� ;such that

where we recall . zD; zr/D .Dmin;rmin/˚ .Dmax;rmax/ by definition. Further we have
by the definition of . zD; zr/ following relation between the scalar analytic torsions:

T RS
.�;1/.

zr/D T RS
.�;1/.rmin/ �T

RS
.�;1/.rmax/:(6-5)

Combining (6-4) and (6-5) we end up with a relation between norms

k�.h1˝ h2/k
RS
DetH �. zD;zr/

D kh1k
RS
DetH �.Dmin;rmin/

� kh2k
RS
DetH �.Dmax;rmax/

:(6-6)

The next theorem provides a motivation for viewing �an.r/ as a refinement of the
Ray–Singer torsion.
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Theorem 6.2 Let M be a smooth compact odd-dimensional oriented Riemannian
manifold. Let .E;r; hE/ be a flat complex vector bundle over M with a flat Hermitian
metric hE . Then

k�an.r/k
RS
DetH �. zD;zr/

D 1:

Proof Recall from the assertion of Theorem 4.4

detgr.B.�;1/even /D e��.r;g
M /
� e�i�y��.r;g

M /
� e�i��.Beven/;

Flatness of hE implies by construction that B2 D4rel˚4abs and hence

��.r;g
M /D� log T RS

.�;1/.
zr/:

Further Beven is self-adjoint and thus has a real spectrum. Hence �.Beven/ and
y��.r;g

M / are real-valued, as well. Thus we derive

j detgr.B.�;1/even /j D
1

T RS
.�;1/

.zr/
:(6-7)

Furthermore we know from [6, Lemma 4.5], which is a general result for complexes of
finite-dimensional vector spaces,

k�Œ0;��k� D 1:(6-8)

Now the assertion follows by combining the definition of the refined analytic torsion
with (6-7), (6-8) and the fact that the additional terms annihilating the metric anomaly
are all of norm one. In fact we have

k�an.r/k
RS
DetH �. zD;zr/

D j detgr.B.�;1/even /j �T RS
.�;1/.

zr/ � k�Œ0;��k� D 1:

If the Hermitian metric is not flat, the situation becomes harder. In the setup of closed
manifolds M Braverman and T Kappeler performed a deformation procedure in [6,
Section 11] and proved in this way the relation between the Ray–Singer norm and the
refined analytic torsion in [6, Theorem 11.3].

Unfortunately the deformation argument is not local and the arguments in [6] do not
apply in the setup of manifolds with boundary. Nevertheless we can derive appropriate
result by relating our discussion to the closed double manifold.

Assume the metric structures .gM ; hE/ to be product near the boundary @M . The
issues related to the product structures are discussed in detail in [4, Section 2]. More
precisely, we identify using the inward geodesic flow a collar neighborhood U �M
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of the boundary @M diffeomorphically with Œ0; �/� @M; � > 0. Explicitly we have
the diffeomorphism

��1
W Œ0; �/� @M ! U;

.t;p/ 7! p.t/;

where p is the geodesic flow starting at p 2 @M and p.t/ is the geodesics from p

of length t 2 Œ0; �/. The metric gM is product near the boundary, if over U it is given
under the diffeomorphism �W U ! Œ0; �/� @M by

��g
M
jU D dx2

˚gM
j@M :(6-9)

The diffeomorphism U Š Œ0; �/ � @M shall be covered by a bundle isomorphism
z�W EjU ! Œ0; �/�Ej@M . The fiber metric hE is product near the boundary, if it is
preserved by the bundle isomorphism, ie

z��h
E
jfxg�@M D hE

j@M :(6-10)

The assumption of product structures guarantees that the closed double manifold

MDM [@M M

is a smooth closed Riemannian manifold and the Hermitian vector bundle .E; hE/

extends to a smooth Hermitian vector bundle .E; hE/ over the manifold M.

Moreover we assume the flat connection r on E to be in temporal gauge. The precise
definition of a connection in temporal gauge and the proof of the fact that each flat
connection is gauge-equivalent to a flat connection in temporal gauge, are provided
in [32].

The assumption on r to be a flat connection in temporal gauge is required in the
present context to guarantee that r extends to a smooth flat connection D on E, with

DjM Dr:

Theorem 6.3 Let .M m;gM / be an odd-dimensional oriented and compact smooth
Riemannian manifold with boundary @M . Let .E;r; hE/ be a flat Hermitian vector
bundle with the Hermitian metric hE , not necessarily flat.

Assume the metric structures .gM ; hE/ to be product and the flat connection r to be
in temporal gauge near the boundary @M . Then

k�an.r/k
RS
det H �. zD;zr/

D exp
�
�Im �.Beven.g

M //
�
:
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Proof By assumption we obtain a closed Riemannian double manifold .M;gM/ and
a flat Hermitian vector bundle .E;D; hE/ over M with a flat Hermitian metric hE .
Denote by .D;D/ the unique boundary conditions (see Brüning and Lesch [9]) of
the twisted de Rham complex .��.M;E/;D/. Denote the closure of ��.M;E/ with
respect to the L2�scalar product defined by gM and hE , by L2

�.M;E/.

The Riemannian metric gM gives rise to the Hodge star operator � and we set

G WD ir .�1/k.kC1/=2
�W �k.M;E/!�k�1.M;E/; r WD .dim M C 1/=2

which extends to a self-adjoint involution on L2
�.M;E/. We define the odd signature

operator B of the Hilbert complex .D;D/:

B WDGDCDG:

This is precisely the odd-signature operator associated to the closed manifold M, as
used in the construction of [8; 6].

Note that we now have two triples: the triple .D;G;B/ associated to the closed
manifold M and the triple .zr; z�;B/ associated to .M; @M /, as defined in Section 3.

Consider now the diffeomorphic involution on the closed double

’W M!M;

interchanging the two copies of M . It gives rise to an isomorphism of Hilbert complexes

’�W .D;D/! .D;D/;

which is an involution as well. We get a decomposition of .D;D/ into the .˙1/–
eigenspaces of ’� , which form subcomplexes of the total complex

.D;D/D .DC;DC/˚ .D�;D�/;(6-11)

where the upper indices ˙ refer to the .˙1/–eigenspaces of ’� , respectively.

The central property of the decomposition, by similar arguments as in [9, Theorem
4.1], lies in the observation

DCjM DDmax; D�jM DDmin:(6-12)

By the symmetry of the elements in D˙ we obtain the following natural isomorphism
of complexes:

ˆW .D;D/D .DC;DC/˚ .D�;D�/! .Dmax;rmax/˚ .Dmin;rmin/;

¨D ¨C˚¨� 7! 2¨CjM ˚ 2¨�jM ;
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which extends to an isometry with respect to the natural L2 –structures. Using the
relations

ˆ ıD ıˆ�1
D zr; ˆ ıG ıˆ�1

D z�;(6-13)

we obtain with � and z4, denoting respectively the Laplacians of the complexes .D;D/
and . zD; zr/� .Dmin;rmin/˚ .Dmax;rmax/:

ˆD.B/DD.B/; ˆ ıB ıˆ�1
D B;

ˆD.�/DD. z4/; ˆ ı� ıˆ�1
D z4:

Hence the odd-signature operators B;B as well as the Laplacians �; z4 are spectrally
equivalent. Consider the spectral projections …B2;Œ0;�� and …B2;Œ0;��; �� 0 of B and
B respectively, associated to eigenvalues of absolute value in Œ0; ��. By the spectral
equivalence B and B we find

ˆ ı…B2;Œ0;�� D…B2;Œ0;�� ıˆ:

Hence the isomorphism ˆ reduces to an isomorphism of finite-dimensional complexes

ˆ�W .DŒ0;��;DŒ0;��/
�
�! . zDŒ0;��; zrŒ0;��/;

DŒ0;�� WDD\ Image…B2;Œ0;��;where

zDŒ0;�� WD zD\ Image…B2;Œ0;��:

Moreover ˆ� induces an isometric identification of the corresponding determinant
lines, which we denote again by ˆ� , by a minor abuse of notation

ˆ� W det.DŒ0;��;DŒ0;��/
�
�! det. zDŒ0;��; zrŒ0;��/;

where we use the notation for determinant lines of finite-dimensional complexes in [6,
Section 1.1]. By Corollary 3.16 we have the canonical identifications of determinant
lines

det.DŒ0;��;DŒ0;��/Š det H�.D;D/;(6-14)

det. zDŒ0;��; zrŒ0;��/Š det H�. zD; zr/;(6-15)

The determinant lines on the left hand side of both identifications carry the natural
L2�Hilbert structure. Denote the norms on det H�.D;D/ and det H�. zD; zr/ which
turn both identifications into isometries, by k � k� and k � k�

�
, respectively. Then we

can view ˆ� as
ˆ� W det H�.D;D/ ��! det H�. zD; zr/;

isometric with respect to the Hilbert structures induced by k � k� and k � k�
�

.
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Finally, consider the refined torsion elements (not the refined analytic torsion) of the
determinant lines, as defined in [6, Section 1.1] (see also (3-8)):

�G
Œ0;�� 2 det.DŒ0;��;DŒ0;��/Š det H�.D;D/;

�
z�
Œ0;�� 2 det. zDŒ0;��; zrŒ0;��/Š det H�. zD; zr/:

We infer from (6-13) the following relation:

ˆ�.�
G
Œ0;��/D �

z�
Œ0;��; hence k�G

Œ0;��k� D k�
z�
Œ0;��k

�
� :

Together with spectral equivalence of � and z4, as well as of B and B , with similar
statements for constructions on trivial line bundles M �C and M�C , we finally
obtain

k�an.D/k
RS
det H �.D;D/ D k�an.r/k

RS
det H �. zD;zr/

;(6-16)

where �an.D/ denotes the refined analytic torsion as defined by M Braverman and
T Kappeler in [6] and �an.r/ denotes the refined analytic torsion in the sense of the
present discussion.

The statement now follows from [6, Theorem 11.3].

7 Open problems

Ideal boundary conditions As explained in the introduction, the approach of Braver-
man and Kappeler in [8; 6] requires ideal boundary conditions for the twisted de Rham
complex, which turn it into a Fredholm complex with Poincare duality and further
provide elliptic boundary conditions for the associated odd-signature operator, viewed
as a map between the even forms. In our construction we pursued a different strategy,
however the question about existence of such boundary conditions remains.

This question was partly discussed in [9]. In view of [9, Lemma 4.3] it is not even clear
whether ideal boundary conditions exist, satisfying Poincare duality and providing a
Fredholm complex. For the approach of Braverman and Kappeler we need even more:
the ideal boundary conditions need to provide elliptic boundary conditions for the
odd-signature operator. We arrive at the natural open question, whether such boundary
conditions exist.

Conical singularities Another possible direction for the discussion of refined analytic
torsion is the setup of compact manifolds with conical singularities. At the conical
singularity the question of appropriate boundary conditions is discussed by Cheeger [14],
as well as by Brüning and Lesch [10].
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It turns out that on odd-dimensional manifolds with conical singularities the topological
obstruction is given by H �.N /, where N is the base of the cone and �D dim N=2. If

H �.N /D 0

then all ideal boundary conditions coincide and the construction of Braverman and
Kappeler [8; 6] goes through. Otherwise, see [14, page 580] for the choice of ideal
boundary conditions satisfying Poincare duality.

Combinatorial counterpart Let us recall that the definition of the refined analytic
torsion in [8; 6] was partly motivated by providing analytic counterpart of the refined
combinatorial torsion, introduced by V Turaev in [30].

In his work V Turaev introduced the notion of Euler structures and showed how it is
applied to refine the concept of Reidemeister torsion by removing the ambiguities in
choosing bases needed for construction. Moreover, Turaev observed in [31] that on
three-manifolds a choice of an Euler structure is equivalent to a choice of a Spinc –
structure.

Both the Turaev torsion and the Braverman–Kappeler refined torsion are holomorphic
functions on the space of representations of the fundamental group on GL.n;C/, which
is a finite-dimensional algebraic variety. Using methods of complex analysis, Braverman
and Kappeler computed the quotient between their and Turaev’s construction.

A natural question is whether this procedure has an appropriate equivalent for our
proposed refined analytic torsion on manifolds with boundary. In our view this question
can be answered affirmatively.

Indeed, by similar arguments as in [8; 6] the proposed refined analytic torsion on
manifolds with boundary can also be viewed as an analytic function on the finite-
dimensional variety of representations of the fundamental group.

For the combinatorial counterpart note that M Farber introduced in [15] the concept
of Poincare–Reidemeister metric, where using Poincare duality in the similar spirit
as in our construction, he constructed an invariantly defined Reidemeister torsion
norm for nonunimodular representations. Further M Farber and V Turaev elaborated
jointly in [16] the relation between their concepts and introduced the refinement of the
Poincare–Reidemeister scalar product.

The construction in [15] extends naturally to manifolds with boundary by similar means
as in our definition of refined analytic torsion. This provides a combinatorial torsion
norm on compact manifolds, well-defined without unimodularity assumption. It can
then be refined in the spirit of [16]. This would naturally provide the combinatorial
counterpart for the presented refined analytic torsion.
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Complex-valued Ray–Singer torsion by Burghelea–Haller In the context of provid-
ing an analytic counterpart to the combinatorial refinement by V Turaev, the construction
by D Burghelea and S Haller in [12] is of great interest. There an alternative definition
of refined analytic torsion is considered and a conjecture on its relation to the Turaev
torsion is formulated. This conjecture has been proved independently by Burghelea
and Haller in [13] and Su and Zhang in [29].

The relationship of the construction by Burghelea and Haller with the refinement by
Braverman and Kappeler is discussed in [7] and [5]. A natural question in the context of
the present paper, whether any extension of the Burghelea-Haller torsion to manifolds
with boundary is possible.

Gluing formula for refined analytic torsion A refinement of analytic Ray–Singer
torsion should naturally resemble the striking property of the torsion invariant � its
gluing property, established by S Vishik in [33] and W Lück in [23]. This result is
surprising in view of the nonlocality of spectral invariants and is useful for computational
issues.

In the subsequent paper [32] we solve the problem affirmatively in case of a Hermitian
connection, presenting an explicit gluing formula for our construction. We use an
isomorphism between determinant lines, which takes the inner symmetry of refined
torsion elements into account and is not related to the isomorphism of Vishik [33].
Further we derive a gluing formula for the scalar analytic torsion.
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